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1. You do nott have life!! …you havve existencee and accesss …the resst is up to you!
…for thhough it is recorded
r
thhat Adam was
w created of the dust of the groound …andd life
was breaathed into his
h nostrilss, …actuallly, access w
was breatheed into Adaam …for hiim to
life himsself as he trruly desiredd …and livve that! …unnfortunatelly, despite aall the warnning,
he and Eve
E chose too life themseelves and liive accordinng to judgm
ments!
2. Later in thhis story, it was declarred, “Ask, aand it shalll be given yoou; seek, annd ye
shall finnd; knock, and it shalll be openedd unto youu; for everyy one that aasketh receiivith;
and he thhat seeketh findeth; annd to him thhat knockethh it shall bee opened.”
3. You who haave a physiccal body haave access, …
…for all thhings physiccal is the waay of
access!
4. Access traanscends trruth! …for while trutth is alwayys and in all ways true,
access iss always and
a in all ways
w
availlable to be accessed aand receivedd as you ddesire
…and thhat is your truth!
t
…doo you have access
a
to you
our truths?
5. Are you wiilling to feeel the divine
ne presence of access inn your life today? …iif so,
then the open sesam
me to accesss is your declaration
d
[Book 5] …
…of how yoou promise to be
eternallyy …or life yourself annd live eternnally!
6. You need not
n tell othhers you aree seeking aaccess to the
he universe and all of life,
for whenn you accesss, the entiree environmeent of your self and liife will channge! Accesss is a
joyful exxperience! …it
… is a conntented expeerience! …yyet access iss quiescent assurance!
7. Are you liifeing yoursself as a human
h
beinng? …and living sepaarate and aapart
h not reacched for …
…or been ble
lessed by acccess? …ass one
from acccess? …as one who has
who is cooncerned with
w other matters?
m
…iif so, seek aaccess first …and everrything elsee will
be addedd to you …oor be made accessible!
8. If you wissh to heal the
t sick annd the lamee, …do youu have acceess to whatt you
need? …and
…
if yoou seek to forgive
f
andd redeem otthers, …doo you have access to tthose
abilities?
? Are you prepared
p
too leave the confines
c
of your languuaged worldd? …if nott, you
will not have accesss! …well, actually, you
y will haave access …
…but you w
will be unaw
aware
that you have accesss.
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9. Are you willing to be aware and realized in access? If so, some questions you
must ask yourself are: Do you have access with all your might? Are you willing to
dedicate yourself to access? …and devote your self and life to access? Are you willing
to go to access …and communion with access? …to live and work with access?
10. The mystical experience you have always desired is the extraordinary experience
of access! …are you willing to live the path of access? …to have and offer access?
…and lead and guide others to access? Are you willing to live and offer the wisdom,
health, and strength of access? When the awareness of access is within you …and you
are offering the wisdom and understandings of access …you are born again and again in
those offerings! …for to be truly alive, you must be born to existence …and borne to
access!
11. People usually recognize those who life and live access from those who feign
access! …therefore, as you can clearly see, with access, you are never alone!
12. Visionaries are individuals who are aware of access …and realize that, …they
bring access alive in their life …and they offer access to others, …are you beginning to
recognize access for what it truly is? …and are you willing to live in the fullness of
access at all times? …so access will be able to perfect or ease what concerns you!
13. Access will never leave you in doubt! …it will expand your self and life
tremendously! …however, access is not given or granted to you …and cannot be earned
or demanded! …actually, there is nothing you can do to deserve access, …for it is
discovered only in active realization! …and, in that, access is never denied you …or
withheld from you!
14. Access offers life! …the life of access, …are you willing to trust access? …have
faith in access? …and live up to your beliefs and convictions about access? …but, most
important of all, ...are you willing to life yourself as a visionary [Book 30] …and live
the life of a visionary? …bringing others to their eternal vision of self and life with
access?

Access transcends time and space!
15. Are you satisfied with the beliefs and awareness of language? Are you willing to
visualize and access beliefs and awarenesses beyond language? …and realize them? Do
you really believe that languaged-truth is truth?
16. Your freedom is not freedom from the world …it is the freedom of access, …for
that is your heritage! You have the freedom and free will to grant or deny yourself
access! …however, freedom and free will are not conditions of your body or mind, they
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are the “results” of access! Nothing can limit or hinder you in access! …therefore, lack
of access reveals the presence of excuses, …what might your excuses be?
17. Freedom, emancipation, and transcendence are not attained within you or lived
in spirit, they are attained and lived in access!
18. You are told by others to open your consciousness, …how do you do that? What
is a closed consciousness?
19. Do you suppose you could open your sight beyond ordinary seeing …to vividly
behold concepts and immaterial objects? …to be a visionary with universal discernment
and direct awareness and realization? Visionaries clearly visualize access …and life
themselves in access, …what eternal image do you have of your self and life?
20. What do you long for most in life? …is it access?! …and an eternalself and life
in which to live access?
21. Your true soul and spirit is access! …you do not have a soul …you have access!
…and you do not have a spirit …nor are you spirit! …you have access …and you are
access!
22. You cannot define, restrict, or limit access! …though you certainly deny and
forsake the access you do have …and the access you are!
23. Religion is not access …nor is it the way of access! …and you cannot put access
into religion!
24. One thing we do know is …there is access! …and access is omnipresent,
omniscient, and omnipotent! …and offers itself to all who sincerely ask! …are you
willing to accept access? …open yourself to access? …and apply access in everything you
do? …and are you willing to be accessible for others to enliven and function as access
realized?
25. Can you understand and explain access? …and use your imaginative-mind to
access access? You cannot embrace all of access at one time …and become access, …yet,
you have your personal key to access! …are you willing to use your key to access?
26. Access is your birthright! …you are entitled to access the fullness of life!
…access the joy, love, happiness of life! …and access an eternalself and life! …yet,
except for infrequent times, you have forsaken your access to all of this, …why do you
suppose that is? Have you ever considered that in seeking joy, love, and happiness you
have forsaken access to all you eternally desire!
27. Seek access first …and all the rest will be added to you as you truly desire!
…for life is not about having, that is too limiting! …life is about accessing! Any loss or
lack is a denial of access!
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28. Life is not about learning·growing·developing …nor is it about trials and tests
…or enduring and overcoming such difficulties and afflictions, …life is only about
access! …and being content in access.
29. It requires boldness and daring to visualize and live the knowledge and
awareness from access …and reveal that you are a person of access! The first bit of
courage and assurance is to acknowledge you never really understood life or the things
of the universe …but you lived and struggled endlessly with and against a languaged
concept of life and the universe which has been handed down unquestioned from
generation to generation since ancient times.
30. There is no denying that the fullness of life lies in the presence of access …and
living as a visionary of access!
31. The knowledge and vision of life and the universe cannot be contained in your
brain, …but, fortunately, you have a key to access which enables you to have the
knowledge and visions you desire …as you desire them! …when you desire them! …so
you can life yourself as you eternally desire …and be content in that!
32. You have unknowingly known and applied access in your life before, …are you
now willing to directly realize and visualize the access you have? …that begins as an
image in your mind, as a thought or belief, or as a desire …and expands from there?
33. Access is always present and available …it is not restricted to a chosen few!
34. Ultimately, every languaged belief, concept, and image you have must be set
aside for awareness and realization not restricted by time or space, not limited to
position or place, not left unseen without a material presence, and not controlled by
motion! …and though, in this, you may feel the very foundation of your self and life has
been taken away …this actually provides access to a broader, more-expanded foundation
of direct awareness and realization for you to build upon to life yourself as you truly
and eternally desire.
35. All you knew before visualizing and acknowledging access was fine …but now it
is like the toys of childhood which must be set aside! …and not allowed to restrict or
impose upon your accessed self and life and awarenesses today.
36. In other words, having gained a “better” or more-expanded image in mind, it is
now time to make a transition to even “finer” concepts …and ways of living, …such that
you move through the doorway of access …to live and experience in access …with access
and access visions always available!
37. Trust the eternal vision and wisdom of access! …but do not make an issue of
trust, of your accessed visions and wisdom, of access itself, ...or even of your own life,
…lest all of this is lost from you!
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38. For now, it is enough to know that access is realized and available …and
accessible! Access is like a completely new universe and life!
39. Can you expand your imaginative-mind enough to envision access? …to conceive
of access as the “source” and support and wisdom of all things? All that exists today, is
but a grain of sand in access, …so imagine what is still accessible waiting to be
awarefully accessed and realized!

What is often referred to as God is access!

